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The candidates shall limit their answers precisely within the 
answer-book (40 pages) issued to them and no supplementary/ 
continuation sheet will be issued.
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Note: Attempt Six questions in all. Question No. 1 is 
compulsory. For the remaining five questions, select 
one question from each unit.
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Compulsory Question 
( 31Pl^l4 3TFT )

1. Answer all the parts in about five line :

(a) Give the meaning of public goods.

(b) What are stabilization functions?

(c) Incidence of taxation.

(d) Taxable capacity.

(e) List the sources of public expenditure.

(f) Distinguish between Internal and External public 
debt.

(g) Meaning of Stabilization policies.

(h) Difference between growth and growth rate.

(i) Define Federal finance.

(j) What are statutory fiscal transfers? (10x2=20)
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fS) TOf 3T?fl

pT) sfk fTOTO TO 3RRI

(30 RRfa fTO TOt ^RlfTO ^t'l

PO ^tnfacF frofa swkipi cpn t‘i

UNIT-I

(¥^rf-i)
2. Discuss the role of public finance in developing countries

like India. 12
*TOT TOT Ul4*lfH* faxT TOt ’jfWT TOt

fohHT TOtl

3. Critically explain the principle of maximum social 
advantage. 12
3Tfa^TO WHlfa* -fegia SlkrllxMkH* ^TTW

UNIT-II

4. Evaluate the effects of taxes on work efforts, savings 
and investments. 12

=TOT TORT, 3^ TO TOf TT’TO TOT ^JTOITOT
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5. Discuss the effects of public expenditure on production, 
consumption and distribution. 12
amaa, aqqta faam TR w4<44> aRiaf aft

UNIT-ID 

( $*1^-111)

6. Examine the growth and structure of public expenditure 
in India. 12

3 Wcf'Jlfd* ^FT aft sfk ^Taai an nttW 
aftfa^l

7. Discuss the sources, trends and composition of public 
debt in India. 12

aria 3 ui4*i(Hcb am ^ta, w 3ih mar aft Maar 
aftfa^i

UNIT-IV 

(Wf-IV)

8. Briefly explain the importance and limitations of deficit 
financing for promoting economic development. 12 

snf^ra? faehiti aft aarar at f^nr •sn^ at faaatm a> 
w sffr tftai3tt aft 3 wsar aftf^i
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9. Discuss the role of fiscal policy in achieving economic
stability. 12

fan’ll

UNIT-V

(^4-v)
10. Discuss the existing division of financial resources

between the centre and the states in India. 12

Mi'll |

11. Describe the different stages of the development of 
federal finance in India. (12)

RRtT fax! fa=bl<1 -chuiT ^>T ^F>tl
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